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Deserved vs. Earned

Hello everyone and welcome to the February
edition of the Chief’s Corner. I hope that you are
doing well and surviving this cold and windy

weather we are having. I know that the older I get the less I
seem to enjoy the cold. I guess most people are that way or
there would not be so many retirement communities in Florida.
Oh well, spring will be here soon and the weather will get
warmer and the days will get longer. Until then, we will just
have to do the best we can. 

This month, I would like to spend some time discussing a
topic that I find very interesting. I call it the “deserved versus
earned” argument. 

Some people think that they “deserve” to have something or
be rewarded for something they have not actually worked for or
earned. Part of this mindset comes from all of the information
we hear from the media and advertisements. Every time I listen
to the radio I hear commercials, one after another, telling me
how I deserve to have my bills reduced or my back taxes
forgiven. These commercials don’t mention anything about
meeting your obligations and paying what you owe. They only
talk about how you deserve to “settle your debt for only a
fraction of what you owe.” This type of mentality rubs me the
wrong way. What has happened to the idea of working for what
you get and paying for the things you have?

Another example are law firms that advertise: “get the
settlement you deserve,” or “call now to ensure that you get the
compensation you deserve.” What is this all about? Now, I do
believe that individuals who are injured should be fairly
compensated. However, when you spill a cup of hot coffee in
your lap, do you really “deserve” a multi-million dollar
settlement?

I believe that everyone should be
able to engage in the pursuit of
happiness. They should be able to
enjoy life and have things that make
them happy. But I believe they should
work for these things and earn them;
not just have them because they
“deserve” them. 

Recently, I saw a post on Twitter
from a college basketball coach that

said: “below is a list of all the things you deserve.” When you
scrolled down there was a blank sheet of paper. I think this sort
of sums it up! 

This same basketball coach has a saying that goes
something like this: “True confidence and satisfaction can only
come from your work.” This means when you work for
something it means more to you and you tend to value it more,
whether it be confidence or some material object. As a general
rule, the harder you work, the more “things” you can have.
That’s the American way. 

There is a scene in a western movie that sums all of this up.
It’s a Clint Eastwood film called “Unforgiven.” Near the end of
the movie, Clint (aka the sort of good guy) comes into a bar
with a shotgun and is there to kill Gene Hackman (aka the bad
guy). (Eastwood is there for revenge for the death of his friend.)
A fight ensues and Hackman gets shot and is lying on the
saloon floor. Clint is standing over him with a gun and is getting
ready to deliver the fatal shot. Hackman looks up at Eastwood
and says a few lines that end with, “I don’t deserve this.”
Eastwood looks down and says: “Deserves got nothing to do
with it” and pulls the trigger.  End of story! (I realize that this is
a somewhat brutal example but I believe it drives home the
point. What you “deserve” has nothing to do with what you get.
Besides, I really like this movie.)

Well, it’s time for me to get off of my soap box and get back
to work. I hope you have enjoyed this discussion. If you have a
different idea or would like to comment on this subject, please
don’t hesitate to let me know. I welcome any and all ideas or
different views. 

Until next month, take care and try to get out there and
enjoy the rest of the cold weather. Some outdoor activities can
be a great deal of fun and the whole family can participate. A
hike in the mountains on a snowy day is really fun despite the
conditions. Take care and be safe. Keep up the good work of
protecting our citizens, but never forget the most important
rule: “Everyone goes home safe at the end of the shift!”

Chief
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— PALS Classes: February 16 – March 9, 2017

— Officer Development (Mandatory): March 1, 2, 3, 2017
Guest speaker Dr. Rich Gasaway is a well-known author and 
presenter for a range of 
critical decision-making, 
safety, and situational 
awareness topics. 

— Recruit Academy: 
The 2017 Recruit 
Academy will begin on 
March 8, 2017.

— ACLS: August 2-25, 
2017.
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Strategic  Plan UpdateStrategic  Plan Update
A group of Fire Department members met on January 23, 2017 to begin the
process of updating the department’s current Strategic Plan. From this group,
three sub-groups were formed and each was assigned to review one of the

three Strategic Plan focus areas: “People, Services, and Resources.” The update of the
Strategic Plan will be completed prior to our accreditation site visit this Spring. 

If you are interested in helping with the Strategic Plan update, contact Chief Ferguson.
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By: Jamie Maxwell, President, The Fire Foundation
The Fire Foundation recently donated $1,500 to the Legacy of Hope Foundation Special Needs
Registry. This foundation seeks to ensure the safety and well-being of our disabled population. 

The voluntary registry provides first responders with the information necessary to safely
engage and assist individuals with special needs. It provides emergency personnel with
data such as standard demographic information, type of disability, whether the individual is
non-verbal, emergency contact information, allergies, and other pertinent life enhancing
information. Once this form is submitted to the Legacy of Hope Foundation, the individual
is assigned a registry number, and all of this data is forwarded to the Lynchburg Police
Department and Lyn-Comm. The data is then entered into their system linking it to the
assigned registry number. This number will be printed on several static cling decals that
the family can place on all their vehicles and/or residence. 

More information regarding this registry will be coming soon!
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Proper Chain Use

By: Mike Mitchell, Master Technician
With the first snowfall of winter behind us, I am glad we have not had any major incidents
on the slippery streets. That is testimony to how careful all of you are when operating Fire
Department vehicles in snow and ice conditions. I would like to address some things that
have been posed as questions to me by various members of the department.

One of those questions concerns the rebuilding or repair of tire chains. While that may
be an economical way for some fleets to operate, I do not recommend that our
department do this on a regular basis. There are several reasons why:

1. The clearances inside the fender wells of our vehicles are much tighter than, for 
example, the average dump truck, which basically does not have fenders on the 
drive wheels, only mud flaps.  

2. The high cost of chrome fenderettes ($500 for most fire trucks, and $300 for most 
ambulances). 

3. The high cost to paint and re-letter the side of our fire and medic vehicles... 
approximately $3,000. If a chain breaks and in the midst of all that is going on during 
a call, it could easily go unnoticed and cause $3,500 worth of cosmetic damage to one 
of our vehicles. I will gladly buy a $150—$200 set of chains to replace your worn 
chains in order to avoid that kind of damage.

I am aware that repairing broken cross links and rebuilding chains was something that
has been done here in the past. The shop personnel, as well as many of our department
members have done this in the past. Honestly, the shop people do not have the time to
rebuild entire sets of chains, so we quit stocking cross link sections a few years ago.  I
would highly discourage, in any case, repairing a set of chains with just one cross link
section, (that is, replacing only the cross link section that broke). The other cross links are
worn just as thin as the one that broke and there we are, right back to the possibility of
$3,500 worth of damage being done.

The shop currently has chains enough in stock to get us through this winter.  It has
been suggested that we try some cable chains as they are a bit more economical than the
heavy-duty chains we have. We have ordered a few sets of cable chains and will place
them with a few selected units to evaluate. If they work well, we will probably go that
route in the future. Meanwhile we need to deplete out current stock levels first.  

Please let the shop know if your chains are worn more than halfway through the cross
links. We will be glad to replace them.
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— Congratulations to Matt and 

Bethany Millner on the birth of 
their son Kemper Ray Millner. He 
was born January 12, 2017 and 
weighed 8 lbs.

— Congratulations to Travis and Amy
Guthrie on the birth of their 
daughter, Bryndleigh Ember 
Guthrie. She was born January 16, 
2017 and weighed 5 lbs., 9 oz.
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Driver/Operator Pumper Certification
Charlie Evans
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By: Thomas Goode, Fire Marshal
It is very important to share
information with the media (television,
radio, etc.) and social networking
(Facebook, Pinterest etc.)! Fortunately,
sharing information through media/
social networking is the fastest route
to reach all communities and the
general public.

Below are a few tips to remember
when sharing information:

— The only questions anyone really 
wants to know about are: what, 
when, where, who, and how. 

— Make sure the information you 
give is accurate and not an opinion!  

— When releasing information, 
remember you are representing 
the department and not yourself 
as an individual.  

Below are some of the reasons you
may need to release information:

— Exigent circumstances...whether 
it’s large or small scale 
emergencies, or blocking roads or 
rerouting traffic for safer travels.  

— Public education and awareness 
opportunities (i.e., update smoke 
alarm information, fire escape 
strategies, or provide educational
information).

R e m i n d e rR e m i n d e r
City offices will be closed

February 20th in observance
of Presidents’ Day.


